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UnsoundSoundness - Positively
prepared?

UnsoundSoundness - Justified?

NASoundness - Consistent
with national policy?

NASoundness - Effective?

NACompliance - Legally
compliant?

NACompliance - In
accordance with the
Duty to Cooperate?

I live just behind the ''proposed '' land. When we bought this house we thought
of it as our forever home. We have two young children who are allowed to
play outside without any constant supervision as we consider this area safe.

Redacted reasons -
Please give us details
of why you consider the
consultation point not There''s no criminality and although there''s a private entrance road and cars

already drive quite fast at times we still think this is an amazing and child
safe area.

to be legally compliant,
is unsound or fails to
comply with the duty to

Owning a dog the area gives us lots of opportunities to take her for walks.co-operate. Please be
as precise as possible. Building new houses just behind my house would completely ruin everything

mentioned above. Starting with criminality cars constantly driving up and
down, our safety . The everyday traffic around Mort lane is already bad
enough. This planet and our children need more trees and greenery for their
future and not house on house feeling and breathing constant smoke from
the cars around. By building more houses on to the places they don''t need
to be built we ruin the fauna and flora the animals have always been here
before the humans so why to ruin the little peace of land around left ?
Where do people go and take their dogs for a walk? In to your garden?
I think the thoughts of building new houses in my area is completely
inappropriate.
I want to feel safe where I live and don''t need any more houses for it to be
built.
People who want to build here only care about money and nothing else.
They live in massive villas with amazing lands and surroundings but not
everyone can afford the same. Why only millionaires should be able to afford
live in nice houses with lots of greenery around?
I want a safe future for my children in the house we chose as forever home.
Don''t build anomore houses. Rebuild a thousands of council houses instead.
Thank you
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